Managing Conflict
Time: 40 Minutes

Materials
Diving into Conflict Prezi
Cases that best fit your group's needs:
- Residence Life
- Activities/Programming Board and Fee Allocation
- Greek Life
- Minority and Underrepresented Groups
- Orientation and Welcome Week Cases
- Service Learning Organizations and Community Engagement
- Student Government
- General Leadership
- Audio/Visual Equipment

Description: Are you managing different personalities within your organization or within groups in your classwork? This session will help provide tools and resources for you to use when faced with potential conflict situations.

Preparation
- Ensure you are familiar with the Prezi and how your presentation will best meet your group's needs.
- Print enough cases for each group member, you may split the cases amongst the group

Instructions
Present the Prezi on managing conflict. Follow interactive instructions throughout:
- Allow students 10 minutes to read and discuss the case study and its questions in small groups
- Go through small cases as a group: Heavy Stuff, Gender Inclusivity, Poor Hygiene, Religious Equality and Conversation. How do you handle these situations?
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